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detention b> one person of another s goods and
his failure or refusal to deliver them up when
demanded
The tort of conversion or inter arises when A
wrongfully appropriates the goods of B to hi? own
use or to the use of another person depriving the
owner of them permanently or for a substantial
tune or destroying them These torta of detinue
and cmnerswn can be committed only against
goods or articles of property they cannot arise
from interference with fixtures permanently
attached to a building growing crops or trees but
these torts may be committed if after such things
have been removed or cut down the wrongdoer
detains or converts them to his own use
(5) Negligence in law has a very specialised
meaning it is not neglect or carelessness
in the ordinary sense but failure to take such care
as the circumstances of the particular case demand
In the toit of negligence there are two essential
elements—first a legal duty to exercise proper
care and secondly a/arfuretotakesuchcare No
action for negligence can be brought by A against
B even if B has been grosslj careless unless the
relations between the parties were such that B
was under that legal duty towards A Moreover
the degree of care which A is entitled to expect
from B will vary according to the nature of those
relations
One obvious example where the legal duty of
care arises is among persons using the roads All
of us have the right to use the roads for the
purpose of travelling on foot or m some vehicle
and the manner m which each of us exercises that
right will obviously affect the safety and comfort
of other road users There is therefore a legal
duty of care upon every road user (under the
common law and quite apart from the provisions
of Acts of Parliament relating to motor cars) to
exercise his right to walk or drive with due regard
to the similar rights of other road users And
equally obviously the standard or degree of care
which it is reasonable to expect from the driver of
a powerful car is higher than that which is
expected from a pedestrian since the amount of
damage which will be caused by carelessness on
the part of the driver is very much greater than
that which the pedestrian is capable of inflict
ing
We are not here referring to offences under the
Road Traffic Acts for which duvers or pedestrians
may be prosecuted and punished under the
criminal law Careless or reckless driving or walk
ing may be a criminal offence under those Acts
even if it has caused no injury to any person or
property In cases where such injury has been
caused the test to he applied in determining
whether the injured person can sue and recover
damages against the other party ib whether that
other party has fallen short of the standard of care
reasonably to be expected from him It is true
that disobedience to a provision of the Road
Traffic Acts or neglect of the Highway Code may
constitute evidence helping to prove that the latter
party was lacking m the proper standard of care
required of him but there may be other ciicum
stances which show that he was negligent in law
and liable to an action by the injured party for
damages even though he committed no criminal
offence
There are many other relationships where the
duty to take care arises One of these is the
relation between the occupier of premises and
persons coming on to the premises whether they
have a right to be there or not Towards tres
passers (see above) the duty of the occupier is
merely a negative one—he must not set a
trap —i 0 he must not deliberately do anything
calculated to cause injury nor must he do any act
which if done carelesslj is reasonably likely to
cause injury If he knows a trespassex 13 on the
premises he must Tvarn him before he does any
dangerous act the fact that the trespasser has no
lawful right to he there does not entitle the
occupier (for example) to weaken the supports of
a bridge or set off an explosion without warning
If the occupier does so he will be liable to he sued
for damages in an action for negligence even by
a trespasser who is injured as a result (The
Law Commission has recommended that ownership
or use of dangerous things dangerous activities
 and damage by animals be penalised by civil
action Damages are to be assessed on a broader
basis)
The other rules relating to the duty of care
owned by an occupier to persons coming on to
his premises are now contained m the Occupier s
Liability Act 1957
The occupiers dutv towards a trespis°ei re
mams unchanged The Act however abolishes
the former distinction between on vmntee and a
licensee both of whom it describes by the new
term iisitoi The principal rules are —
 1	The occupier owes the same duty (   the
common dutj of care   ) to all his visitors
except in so far as he is free to  and does
extend    restrict   modify    or exclude his
duty to any visitor by agreement or other
wise
 2	The    common duty of care    means a
duty to take such care as in all the cireum
stances is reasonable to see that the visitor
will be reasonably safe m using the premises
for the purpose for which he is invited, or
permitted to be there
There are subsidiary rules—e 0 that an occu
pier must expect children to be tebs careful than
adults and that a person m the exercise of his
calling (e g window cleaner) can be expected
to appreciate and guard against special risks
incidental to that calling And a landlord of
premises if he is under a legal obligation towards
his tenant to keep the premise? in repair is to
owe to visitors the same duty as if the landlord
were the occupier so far as concerns dangers
arising from his default m carrying ont that
obligation One of the matters recommended by
the Law Commission is the creation of a right of
redress for purchasers and visitors injured by
defects in a building against vendors and land
lords
Among the classes of persona upon whom the
law imposes a duty to take care are those who
practise a profession or calling which from its
nature demands some special skill ability and
experience A man who is advised or treated by
a physician surgeon or dentist or who consults a
lawyer or an architect is entitled to expect him
both to possess and to exercise a reasonable degree
of such skill abibty and experience If the
professional man falls short of the proyer standard
the patient or client may bring against him an
action for damages on account of his negligence
But a mere error of judgment on a difficult point
does not amount to negligence provided that the
professional man possesses the proper standard of
knowledge and skill and has used them carefully
and conscientiously to the best of his ability
And he is not liable bv virtue of his professional
status, to an action of negligence for something
he has done while acting otherwise than in his
professional capacity—e g a solicitor who is
asked to express an opinion on the value of &
house (which is no part of his professional duty)
(But a barrister cannot be sued for negligence m
the conduct of a case m court)
(6) DeSamataon—The tort of Aefamaiion is
committed by a person who attacls the reputation
of another by publishing a false and defama
tory statement concerning htm to a third party
If tie defamatory statement is m writing or some
other permanent form (eg a picture a film or a
gramophone record) then the action will be for
libel If the defamatory statement is in spoken
words or some other non permanent form (e g by
signs or gestures) it will be slander
Another important distinction must be observed
at the outset In cases of libel the person whose
reputation has been attacked may sue for damages
without proof of special damage —i e proof
that he has suffered actual harm from the libellous
statement while in slander no action can normally
be brought unless sipecwzZ damage can be proved
There are however five exceptional cases where
such proof is unnecessary w.z in slanders —
(a) disparaging a person in the way of Ms
business profession  or office of profit (e g

